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PUBLISHING KOS AS LOD 
 

    Semantic 
Web standards 

•  SKOS  
•  OWL  
•  RDFS 

 
•  SPARQL  
•  RDF 

 

 

  LOD KOS 
 

•  many KOS schemes 
have been turned into 

•  OWL ontologies or  
•  SKOS-ified datasets;    

•  such datasets are usually 
available  

•  as data dumps or  
•  through SPARQL 

endpoints.  

TREND: 

enables 

LOD = Linked Open Data  KOS=Knowledge Organization Structures/Systems 



USAGES (1) 
1. As the resources of  

•  creating,  
•  maintaining,  
•  enriching,  
•  extending, and  
•  translating a 

controlled 
vocabulary 

 
 
 
Obtaining  
•  established entries,  
•  relationships,  
•  multilingual labels,    
•  …  
 

efficient   
accurate   
 

  LOD KOS 



USAGES (1) 
1. As the resources of  

•  creating,  
•  maintaining,  
•  enriching,  
•  extending, and  
•  translating a 

controlled 
vocabulary 

 
Constructing  
a micro-thesaurus  
dataset  
in a second  
 
 
efficient   
accurate  



2. As the vocabulary management facility    

in data-driven editing and publishing workflow 
 

•  rich management data 
•  administrative,  
•  provenance, and  
•  use metadata  

USAGES (2)   LOD KOS 



USAGES (3) 
3. As the source of http URIs/IRIs 
used in data-transformation 
  

•  LOD KOS  
•  enable owners of structured data to 

convert and publish their metadata 
under the LOD principles  

•  i.e., use HTTP URIs/IRIs as names of 
things 

•  enhance semantic consistency and 
interoperability  

•  Increase the findability of their data. 

  LOD KOS 



USAGES (4) 

4. As components and plug-ins  
Ø   in editing and publishing workflows, or  
Ø    for website products 

 

•  be integrated into editors  

•  Visualize concepts + complicated networks   

•  …  

  LOD KOS 



USAGES (5) 

5. As web services and middleware  

Ø for resource discovery in the Web of Things 

•  E.g., embedded into a discovery system 
•  Agrovoc of the UN FAO  

•  Uses KOS as a backbone of linked datasets  
•  live mashups in the AGRIS web portal  

•  Europeana and others… 
•  uses KOS for its semantic enrichment procedure  
•  and for multilingual and trans-lingual search. 

  LOD KOS 
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http://agris.fao.org/openagris/
search.do?recordID=PL2009000495 
 

{see 2014 ASIST presentation 
http://nkos.slis.kent.edu/ASIST2014/ASIST-
AGROVOC-AAT-SubiratsZeng.pdf } 



DOES A LOD KOS HAVE NEW 
FUNCTIONS BEYOND “VALUE 

VOCABULARIES”? 

• Could a LOD KOS dataset be considered  
• as a knowledge base? 
• as the foundation of a network analysis?  
• as the building blocks of a framework for 

cultural history?  



USAGES (6) 
6. As knowledge bases of research 
 
•  LOD KOS can be used for  

•  obtaining special graphs or datasets for very 
complicated questions, and 

•  revealing unknown relationships  
•  e.g.,  

•  associative relations of agent (people or organization),  
•  places by type within a geo-bounding box,  
•  scientific names not in English or Latin,  
•  preferred gene name and disease annotation of all human 

Universal Protein Resource (UniProt) entries that are known to 
be involved in a disease,  

•  …  



http://vocab.getty.edu/queries#Top-level_Subjects 
 

obtaining special graphs 
or datasets  
    for  
very complicated 
questions,    
    and 
revealing unknown 
relationships  



http://vocab.getty.edu/queries#Top-level_Subjects 
 



Teacher-student relationship among French artists born 
between 1800 and 1950. 
  query http://vocab.getty.edu/
queries#German_Dutch_Flemish_printmakers_listed_with_their_
teachers 



http://sparql.uniprot.org/  

Universal Protein Resource  
(UniProt)  



Find 
scientific names  
not in English or Latin  

select ?c ?lab { 
  ?c xl:prefLabel|xl:altLabel ?t. 
  ?t gvp:termKind <http://
vocab.getty.edu/term/kind/
ScientificOrTechnical>; 
     xl:literalForm ?lab. 
  filter (lang(?lab) not in ("en", "la"))} 



•  This is a function needs to be 
explored based on the 
understanding of  

•  RDF data model and  

•  SPARQL query 
AND 

•  specific KOS structures. 

However 

Great! – KOS as knowledge bases of research 
 

-- crossing the datasets 
from multi-dimensional 
views -- 



What is the data 
model behind this 
dataset? 
 
How can I 
construct a useful 
SPARQL query?  



What is the data model 
behind this dataset? 
 
How can I construct a useful 
SPARQL query?  



What is the data 
model behind this 
dataset? 
 
How can I 
construct a useful 
SPARQL query?  



Do you understand how to 
formulate a query to dig 
into this thesaurus? 

OK, better, I got 
three examples, 
 
but…  



The sample is helpful, but  
can I construct a different 
SPARQL query?  



This is more 
informative, 
although …  



These are really 
great! 
Now I can use it 
meaningfully. 





Wonderful! 
Wish all 
SPARQL 
endpoints will 
be like this! 

Results: 3149 



Datahub 
10,628 datasets 

106,28  

“thesaurus” 
67 found   

 39 with SEP 

“classification” 
458 found 

29 with SEP 

“taxonomy” 
26 found 

8 with SEP 

“terminology” 
35 found 

7 with SEP 

“list” 
52 found 

17 with SEP 

KOS in 
Datahub 

1251 found 

SEP = Sparql end point 

Reality check 

Only 3/82 gave 
more than 3 
sample queries 

100 – 18 no-longer working = 82 
   

“Ontology” 
495 found 



Reality check 

If they are 
similar in 
structure  
and  
use similar sets 
of properties,  
I could learn 
one, and then 
apply to 
others…  



Even if you know how to make SPARQL 
query, 
you still have to know the internal properties 
and data structures, in order to use them 
beyond ‘value vocabularies’.     

Reality check 



The majority 
have 
specialized 
properties to 
represent their 
structure. 



Conclusion:  
•  barriers exist  

•  especially for non-tech savvy users and  
•  for non-KOS developers and indexers.  

vs. 



Conclusion:  
• All LOD KOS are 5 stars already, but 
• One more step will make them even greater 

We can 
do 

better! 

vs. 


